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1960s LuWu Bridge 
2002 LuWu Bridge 
s o CLOSE... SO FAR... 
Hong Kong, a place so 
close to her motherland, 
but was under hundred 
years of foreign rule. 
People have been dis-
cussing on the complex-
ity of identity of Hong 
Kong people before and 
after 1997. Recent re-
searches show that Hong 
Kong people increasingly 
accept their dual identity 
and show higher willing-
ness to live and work in 
Mainland China. 
In recent years, some pro-
mote the unification of the 
Pearl River Region and try 
and trace the common ori-
gin of people. 
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"Identification and orientation are primary aspects of man's 
being-in-world. Whereas identification is the basis for man's 
sense of belonging, orientation is the function which enables 
him to be that homo viator, which is part of his nature.... 
Today we start to realize that true freedom presupposes be-
longing and that "dwelling" means belonging to a concrete 
place". 
Christian Norberg-Schuiz 
THE PHENOMENON OF SPLIT FAMILY 
钉 • 授 堡 
二 “ i : 不 fr 議 : 
The living patterns of the 
split families vary according 
to many reasons. We would 
find that the father and 
children are always floating 
across the border, as the 
mother is always mainland 
resident queuing for an 
Identity issued by Hong 
Kong government. 
The existing immigration 
laws discourage the reunion 
of the families, as the main-
land spouses and their 
children always need to wait 
5-10 years or a one way 
permit to come to Hong 
Kong. Also, because of the 
separation queue for the 
children and the mother to 
come to Hong Kong, 
mother and children are 
always forced to 
separate, and the split 
family becomes a normal 






ONE - FATHER 
live - Shenzhen 
work - Kowloon 









TWO - FATHER 
live - Dongguan 
work - Kowloon 





THREE 一 CHILDREN 
live - Kowloon 
study - Kowloon 
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SCENARIO FOUR - CHILDREN 
Place to live - Shenzhen 
Place to study - Sheung Shui 
Take care by 一 Mother 
to cross over 跨境學習 
More looking to study on 
mainland with eye to jobs 
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mainland univerritlcs for the next 
；year when the deadline, 
sterda! 
admfastons in Hong Kong. 
"We have distribute more 
than 3,000 appUcation forms this 
year compared with about J,000 
last year," the spokeswoman said 
Mainland educators said many 
Hong Kong snidents see living 
and studying OD the mainland as 
instrumental in familiarising 








with 32 oppiicadons up 
Friday. 
University and Fudan 
in Shanghai ranked 
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University, 
dents paid 5300 yuan a year. 
South China Morning Post 
Date: 
Whereas, this kind of cross-border activities is becom-
ing common, and no longer restricted to the children 
of the Mainland parents. In recent years after 1997， 
Hong Kong students also find the more opportunities 
to continue their study in China. The education pro-
vided in China is no longer seen as inferior, as in-
creasing amount of people admire the merits and 
qualities of Mainland education. Many students 
continue their secondary and tertiary education in 
China, and summer training and exchange 
programmes are also popular for young children. 
The cross-border school 
children study in Hong Kong 
is a common scene since 
early 1990s. It is easy to 
find them crossing the 
border daily. 
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THE UNIFICATION STARTS HERE 
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1. Wall (front side) 
2. watch tower 
3. patrol 
4. column track 
5. soldiers (guards) 
6. telephone 




11. light mast 
12. electrical barbed wire 
13. alarm box 
14. boobie trap with signal fire 
15. bunker 
16. Wall (background) 
17. sign (eastern side) 
18. sign (western side) 
19. platform (western side) 
BERLIN WALL - A BORDER SYSTEM 
柏林 
borderSPACE?? 
"Bridge Mexico / USA" - a museum 
stradding a river that forms the border. 
Citizens from both countries will be able 
to enter the museum from either side, 
inside will be two territories, visible to 
each other. 
U.S. - mexico border 
"...Borders, unlike boundaries, signify the co-presence 
of Identities foreign to one another, a confrontation with 
inalienable difference. But borders also hint at the 
possibilities of crossing over, of violating and redrawing 
limits the idea of the U.S. 一 Mexico border as a 
hybrid space, a frontal collision between cultures and 
identities with exciting opportunities for crossing over, 
being in-between." 
"The Reverse Side of the World : Identity, Space, and Power" 
Ananya Roy 
"Whether or not either side likes it, America is being 
Mexicanized by immigrants and Mexico is being Ameri-
canized by commercial competition and mass culture. 
The border is where you see this transition most 
dramatically. But even as the two countries become more 
alike, the border, has become different from either." 
National Geographic 
LCM- Laboratory of Mexico City 
Transborderline - a habitable cross border structure to support free circulation of people 
Stalker 
Uncrossable spiral of barbed wire is always being the only 
threedimensional rapresentation of the border. The 
transborderline is a proposal for a new kind of border, that 
manteins the spiral shape, but, with loosing the thorns and 
getting wider, could be transormed in a ludic space, 
crosseble and at the same time habitable. Prototype of a 
possible future public space born from the "unfolding" of 
borders, creating an ideal place for exchance and to ap-
proach to diversity. 
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THE DESIRE TO CROSS OVER 
Pingshan 
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INTRODUCTION 
Chung Ying Street lies in Sha Tau Kok that is 
the territories of the original Xinan Town. Back 
to Wutong Mountain and facing Dapengwan 
in the south, Sha Tau Kok is a beautiful, rich 
and vigorous land with long history, which in-
tegrates both ancient and modern civilizations 
and boasts unmatched natural and human 
environment for the development of the travel 
industry, economy and culture. Chung Ying 
Street was originally a siity river named as "Luci 
Ting". Due to the development of the economy, 
it has gradually evolved into a busy frontier-
commercial street honored as "Shopping 
Paradise". Even small in size, 250-meter in 
length, 3-4-meter in width, Chung Ying Street 
is a miniature of the modern history of China. 
1898-1960 
Since 1898, lands along southern Shenzhen River were 
lease to British government for 99 years. Chung Ying 
Street at Sha Tau Kok, located at the most eastern 
border, is the most unique street inside both Hong Kong 
and Mainland China, as the boundary is not divided by 
fence, wall or river but by a street of 250 meters long. 
In Qing Dynasty, Sha Tau Kok area was a market named 
Donghe Market 東和墟 which opened every Monday, 
Thursday and Sunday. During early 1920s, villagers in 
the split Sha Tau kok had tight relationships, although 
the political situation inside Mainland China was chaotic 
at that time. Relatives and friends can be united across 
the border during some Chinese festivals. Children living 
inside Chinese and British border studied at the same 
school in the small town, and the lives of residents on 
both sides were not different. Before 1960s, most of the 
villagers at that time were fishermen and marriage 
across the border in Sha Tau Kok was common. 
讓 
Post-1960s 
However, after 1960s, due to the political and social instabilities inside Mainland China and the economic 
take off happened in Hong Kong, the living standard between two places obviously became very different. 
Chung Ying street signified the contradictions and differences between Mainland and China inside the 
split, simple and small town. 
Due to the establishment of Shenzhen Special Economic Zone and Deng Xiaoping's economic open 
policy, Chung Ying Street became a "special region inside special region". Residents at both sides saw 
this street as a profitable place to exchange different kinds of goods which were not available inside 
Mainland. Chung Ying Street was becoming not only a market street, but also a tourist attraction for 
tourists from every places from China. Also, due to the limited supply and relatively poor quality of gold 
inside Mainland, gold shops immediately opened along Chung Ying Street and the street was named as 
‘Golden Street，’ since that time 
^ . 广 — 
Today, with increasing convenience of 
travelling across the border, Main landers 
can easily travel to Hong Kong. However, 
due to the special historical significance of 
Chung Ying Street, people who travel to 
Shenzhen must visit Chung Ying Street, so 
as to experience the travels across the 
border freely. On the contrast, Hong Kong 
people are not as easy as Mainlanders if 
they want to visit Chung Ying Street. Be-
cause of the implementation of immigration 
laws of Hong Kong government to prevent 
illegal activities in this special region, Chung 
Ying Street is strictly controlled the inflow 
and outflow of people inside Hong Kong 
border. Therefore, the communication across 
the border is mainly depended on the 
commercial activities along the street. TODAY'S 
Chung Ying Street 

w 
A need to restore 
the street to the 
unified 
community 
The only land 
connection along the 
Shenzhen river border 
The only connection 
for the split 
CO腿unity 
icced 
The diversed policy 
towards the street 
between two places 
PAST 
Hong Kong being a fishing 
village and leased to 
Britain 
Extensive overseas trade 
but restricted 
ccOTBunication with mainland 
Special Administrative 
Region with increasing 
conmunication with 
mainland 
A trend to 
unify with 
China 










Different pace of 





I Different development 
(planning creates great 
；separation between two 
places 
9 
A need to open 
the border and 
develop the 
border district 
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C o s 0 0 8 T 
8 marker stones 
The eight marker stones are surely the most representative 
sight spots along Chung Ying Streets. The marker stones 
witness the special history background and human landscapes， 
feature "One Street, Two System", which is unique in china and 
even peculiar in the world. Without fence and wall, the marker 
stones connect invisible borderline and is the only reference 
for people to recognize the boundary. Today, polices from both 
sides patrol on the street to ensure tourists and people without 







Chung ying street border system 
route 
11 path along 
12 fence 
13 fence along 
14 Shenzhen 
15 
16 Shenzhen town 
17 hong kong village 
activities extend 
伸延 
school bus stop 




> 禁 區 紙 及 
、香港身份言 
THE UNIDENTIFIABLE 
one street two systems 
一街兩制 
THE BORDER TRANSFORMS 
TO PENETRATE 
TO EXTEND 
TO BE "IN-BETWEEN" 
100 200 500 
"Borders, unlike boundaries, sigify the co-
presence of identities foreign to one another, 
a confrontation with inalienable difference. 
But borders also hint at the possibilities of 
crossing over, of violating and redrawing 
limits border as a hbrid space, a fron-
tal collision between cultures and identities 
with exciting opportunities for crossing over, 
being in_between•，， 
"The Reverse Side of the World: Identity, Space, and Power" 
Ananya Roy 
THE DESIRE TO LEARN 
A [BOUNDLESS WAY OF LEARNING 
Border is an ideal place for exchange and meeting of diveristy. 
"It is a place we learn through comparison and contrast, experience about sameness and 
difference simultaneously." 





ASTREETOF ASPIRATION AND TRANSCENDING 
"Their knowledge of facts, their understanding of life and work came to them from friend-
ship or love, while viewing TV, or while reading, from examples of peers or the challenge 
of a street encounter. Or they may have learned what they know through the apprentice-
ship ritual for admission to a street gang or the initiation to a hospital, newspaper city 
room, plumber's shop, or insurance office. The alternative to dependence on schools is 
not the use of public resources for some new device which "makes" people learn; rather it 
is the creation of a new style of educational relationship between man and his 
environment To foster this style, attitudes toward growing up, the tools available for 
learning, and the quality and structure of daily life will have to change concurrently." 
p. 103 "Deschooling Society" 
Ivan 丨llich 
A good educational system should have 
three purposes: 
1. It should provide all who want to learn 
with access to available resources at 
any time in their lives; 
2. Empower all who want to share what 
they know to find those who want to 
learn it from them; 
3. And finally, furnish all who want to 
present an issue to the public with the 





Instead of the lock-step of compulsory schooling in a fixed place, work in piecemeal ways to 
decentralize the process of learning and enrich it through contact with many places and 
people all over the city: workshops, teachers at home or walking through the city, professionals 
willing to take on the young as helpers, older children teaching younger children, museums, 
youth groups traveling, scholarly seminars, industrial workshops, old people, and so on. Con-
ceive of all these situations as forming the backbone of the learning process; survey all these 
situations, describe them, and publish them as the city's "curriculum"; then let students, children, 
their families and neighborhoods weave together for themselves the situations that comprise 
their "school" paying as they go with standard vouchers, raised by community tax. Build new 
educational facilities in a way which extends and enriches this network. 
p. 102 A Pattern Language, Christopher Alexander 




To transform the street as part of the learning place, 
that students learn in the community which across 
the border. 
classrooms x 12 
activity rooms x ^ 
art room x 1 
music room x 1 
dance studio x 1 
science lab x 1 
computer lab x 1 
sports complex) 
library x 1 
assembly hall x ‘ 
II. A learning community of sharing knowledge 
Ci 々 么 〉 、 
learning station 
public space shop/house 
6 
Community memebers (shop owners/residents) are 
encouraged to share their knowledge by holding exhi-
bition of their own interest and skills. A community 
vouchers will be issued by the school for the participants, 
which can be used for joing courses or using public 
facilities. Community members can also hold small 
workshops for teaching, so as to getting more vouchers 
from other members or visitors. 
This process of learning and teaching also provides 
chances for interaction, understanding and recognition 
among community members. 
local gallery x 4 
local workshops x 4 
Ill, A cross-border learning space for visitors beyond the community 
exhibition hall x 1 
lecture theatre x 2 
hostel X 1 
students complex x 1 
A cross-border learning place would facilitate scholars and learners 
from both sides or from other places, where diversed ideas, different 
cultures can meet, knowledges and information exchange. Exhibi-
tions and lectures would be open to public, taking excellent position 




The alternative to social control through the 
schools is the voluntary participation in society 
through networks which provide access to all its 
resources for learning New educational in-
stitutions would break apart this pyramid. Their 
purpose must be to facilitate access for the 
learner, such new institutions should be 
channels to which the learner would have access 
without credentials or pedigree - public spaces 
in which peers and elders outside his immediate 
horizon now become available..." 
"Deschooling Society" 
Ivan lllich 





It is a public space for the regonition of 
difference, in which it is possible to play with 
borders, their symbolic value and what the 
reality of them might be when they are 
impentrable; it is a space that allows borders 
to be crossed and transcended without be-
ing wiped out. 
Shenzhen checkpoint tower 
Shenzhen river 
Chung ying street 
markerstone 
political boundary 
strategic defence trench 
hong kong checkpoints 
hong kong police 
visual connection 
path along physical boundary 
fence 









\ \ \ \ 
strategic boundary checkpoints 
\\ 
v^ual coryiection^etween checkpoints 
vHlagi^  - border buffer zone 
l-\i > < \ 
visual clearance zone buffer zone 
sectional diagrams 
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A BORDER COMMUNITY 
> * ‘� \ 1 
m 
V： 
A PUBLIC LEARNING PLACE 
A LEARNING STATION 
i I : i 
amphitheatre 
local gallery- connection 
from Chung ying street 
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